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ABSTRACT. Our paper contains two main results: (1) the integral manifolds of a distri-
bution together with two Riemann metrics produce potential maps which are in fact least
squares approximations of the starting integral manifolds; (2) the least squares energy ad-
mits extremals satisfying periodic boundary conditions.
Section 1 contains historical and bibliographical notes. Section 2 analyses some el-
ements of the geometry produced on the jet bundle of order one by a semi-Riemann
Sasaki-like metric. Section 3 describes the maximal integral manifolds of a distribution
as solutions of a PDEs system of order one. Section 4 studies Poisson-like second-order
prolongations of first order PDE systems and formulates the Lorentz-Udris¸te World-Force
Law on a suitable semi-Riemann-Lagrange manifold (the base manifold of the jet bundle
of order one). Section 5 exploits the idea of least squares Lagrangians, to include the inte-
gral manifolds of a distribution into a class of extremals. Section 6 gives conditions for the
existence of extremals in conditions of multi-periodicity. Section 7 refers to the canonical
forms of the vertical metric d-tensor produced by a density of energy on jet bundle of order
one.
1. History and background
The definition of an integral manifold of an involutive distribution mimics the corre-
sponding definition for an integral curve of a vector field. That is why, our theory which
shows that a vector field together with a Riemann metric (or twoRiemann metrics) generate
a uni-parameter geometric dynamics [6], [11], [13] (geodesic motion in a gyroscopic field)
is now redirected to prove that an involutive distribution together with two Riemann met-
rics produce a multi-parameter geometric dynamics. Similar ideas on geometric dynamics
were already included in [7]-[13].
Our geometric dynamics is characterized by the fact that its trajectories or parametrized
sheets are extremals of a quadratic Lagrangian on the jet bundle of order one. On the
other hand, it is based on the idea that any PDEs system of order one admits four Poisson-
like second-order prolongations, among which one is coming from a quadratic Lagrangian
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(Lagrange prolongation), and produces a Generalized Lorentz World-Force Law [6], [8],
[10]-[13].
To develop the theory we use the jet bundle of order one [5], and the semi-Riemann ge-
ometry on this space recently described by Neagu [3], one of our PhDs. We study the nat-
ural componets of the Sasaki-like metric, the components of the non-holonomic object as-
sociated to an adapted frame, the components of the Christoffel symbols, the control PDEs
system describing an integral manifold of a distribution, the Poisson prolongations of first
order PDEs systems, a Ganeralized Lorentz World-Force Law, least squares Lagrangians
and their associated Hamiltonians, conditions ensuring the existence of extremals, canoni-
cal forms of vertical metrics tensor, Olver [4] classification of planar vertical metrics, and
we formulate open problems that are near the problems of Grassi [1].
2. Semi-Riemann structure on jet bundle of
order one
Of course, a constant convention is that we work in the category of
  
manifolds and
maps, i.e., all manifolds and maps are
 

, unless otherwise stated.
Let      and      be semi-Riemann manifolds of dimensions 	 and 
 . Hereafter we
shall assume that the manifold  is oriented. Greek (Latin) letters will be used for indexing
the components of geometrical objects on the manifold  (manifold  ), or on manifolds
produced by  and  .
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Indices of geometrical objects or of distinguished geometrical objects will be rised and









The jet bundle of order one  ff      is a differentiable manifold of dimension 	 fi 
 fi
	 
















represent the multi-time coordinates,   
 
 represent the field compo-
nents, while   are the partial derivatives of the field. In this sense, the 1-st order jet bundle




























 are partial velocities. If the partial velocities are linearly independent throughout,
then a parametrized sheet is a parametrized 	 -surface.
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The expression of the Jacobian matrix of the local diffeomorphism (1) shows that  ff     
is always orientable.





























are not suitable for the geometry of  ff      since the components of geometrical objects
with respect to these bases and induced bases have too complicated laws of changing under









































































































































































































































































is not homogeneous on fibres; if we need such a metric, we









, where 2 is a constant.



























but thenwe need 6  7 8 9     


 : like inferior indices and 6  7 8 9        : as superior
indices.
Proposition. 1) The natural non-vanishing components
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are too complicated. For that reason we prefer to find the components of these Christoffel





































































First we need the components of the non-holonomicobject F which is important when we
use a frame of reference such as
@
4
(it is not the natural frame produced by the coordinate
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where   
<
;











The components of the Christoffel symbols determined by the metric
/
, with respect to











































































The normal vector field on
/







































2) We first notice that, in   ff      
/


























































in the adapted frame. Find a suitable geometry produced by N and
O
on  ff      .
If the metrics    are positive definite, then the metric
/







     	 is an 

fi 	  
 -dimensional Riemann submanifold
of  ff      which can be identified with the Riemann manifold (
Q R































 produce an almost 	 -Ka¨hlerian structure on
Q R
   in the sense of Grassi [1].
3) Can we have a theory of Hamilton-Poisson systems on  ff      ? In this sense let
W
 X be real
  
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Also the maps 9 W  X :  define a 	 -Poisson structure on 
Q R



















3. Integral manifolds of a distribution
In the preparation of the next section we describe the maximal integral manifolds of a
distribution in terms of solutions of a PDEs system of order one.
A 	 -dimensional distribution on a manifold  of dimension 
 is a function Y on 
such that







(2) each point  has a neighborhood \ on which vector fields ]  , 
 
     	 , are













The set 9 ]   
 
     	 : is called a basis for Y at  .
A chart of  at the point  , with the coordinates   , 
 
     
 is said to be flat with










form a basis for Y . A
distribution on  is called integrable if each point of  lies in the domain of a flat chart.
A vector field _ belongs to the distribution Y if _    8 Y    , for each point  in the




8 Y whenever _  ] 8 Y .
Frobenius Theorem. A distribution is integrable iff it is involutive.











where  M  `   is the natural injection. The dimension of  ` is necessarily 	 , and the
vectors of  which are tangent to  ` belong to Y . If the distribution Y is integrable, then
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     
 c 
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, the solution is unique. If













, then we can have or not solutions satisfying
such boundary conditions.
Remark. Generally, we can introduce (non-maximal) integral manifolds  ` of dimen-
sions smaller than 	 using  a 
R
T
 `  g Y 

 .
4. Poisson prolongations of first order PDEs
system
Let      and      be semi-Riemann manifolds of dimensions 	 and 
 . Then   h




  are semi-Riemann manifolds.
A 	 -dimensional distribution Y on  becomes automatically a 	 -dimensional distri-
bution on  h  and hence on  ff      . The suitable basis 9 _   
 
     
 ;
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
 
     	 : of Y and the semi-Riemann metrics  and  determine the potential en-
ergy i















of the distribution Y on  h  . The basis 9 _  : , the semi-Riemann metric  , and the





















which describes the helicity of the basis. Of course, the helicity vanishes iff _ 

 d ^ )
W
 .











which describe the helicity of the distribution on  ff      .
Let us show that the solutions of the PDEs system (3) are potential-like maps in a
suitable geometrical structure of  h  or  ff      . These solutions are (	 -dimensional
sheets) maximal integral manifolds of Y .
First we remark that _  is a distinguished tensor field on  h  . Second, the derivative
















































is a ) -tensor on  ff      .





and some mathematical artifices tranform
each solution of PDEs system (3) into four potential-like maps.





































































Now we pass from the PDEs system (4) to the equivalent system

































adding and subtrating a convenient term.







































































































Taking the trace with respect to 
 






, we obtain the
generalized Poisson-like PDEs









































































































































Of course, the second order PDE systems (4) - (7) or (8) - (11) are prolongations of the
first order PDEs system (3). They are called Poisson-like prolongations of (3).
A solution of generalized Poisson-like PDEs is called potential-like map. To avoid the
misunderstandings we point out that the present terminology is different from those in [8].
Each of systems (8) - (11) is connected to the multi-time dynamics created by the dis-





















the Lagrange prolongation (9) describes a generalized Lorentz World-Force Law attached
to the PDEs system (3), and to the metrics  and  . From this point of view, the solutions



































real function on  h  . A
  
map W M    obeys the Generalized Lorentz
World-Force Law with respect to
l


























i.e., iff W is a potential-like map of a suitable geometrical structure.
Remark. If the metric  is positive definite, then the PDEs in this definition are of
Poisson type, and consequently their solutions are potential maps.
Theorem (Lorentz-Udris¸te World-Force Law). Every solution of the PDEs system
(9) is a horizontal potential-like map of the semi-Riemann-Lagrange manifold































5. Least squares Lagrangians of first order
We shall show that the PDEs system (9) describes the extremals of a quadratic La-
grangian attached to the PDEs system (3), and to the metrics  and  . In other words, we
shall prove that the PDEs system (9) is a Lagrange prolongation of the PDEs system (3).
The geometrical signification of the PDEs (8), (10) or (11) was not yet studied.
The boundary value problem

































can have or not solution (even if the Frobenius integrability conditions are satified identi-
cally). We shall transform this problem into a least squares problem of variational calculus
as follows.
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Hereafter we shall assume that the manifold  is oriented. On the jet bundle of order one
 ff      , endowed with the semi-Riemann Sasaki-like metric
/


















































































































denotes the volume element induced by the semi-Riemann
metric  , and 
f
g  is a relatively compact domain.













  is the least squares













  is the least squares Lagrangian. Then it appears
the problem:

















































Consequently a solution 
a
must be a critical point of the energy functional
x
, i.e., an
extremal of the Lagrangian
D
which satisfy the given boundary conditions, i.e., a potential











approximate the integral man-
ifold in the sense of least squares.



































3) If    are constants ( is locally flat), and _  did not depend explicitly on the multi-
parameter


















































z  z 
2) The density of energy
x





























































z  z 
3) The density of energy
x
ff











































z  z 













































,  ` 

  .
Proof. 1) The connection between a Lagrangian
D

















4) It is enough to check the formula of changing the components of a vector field when




















































































































































































































 is the Jacobian matrix.
Remark. 1) On the phase space, the Hamiltonian covariant PDEs system, produced by



























(summation after   


















 ,  ` 

  transforms  ff     
in the dual space  ff
a













,  ` 

 
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in another dual space  ff
a a











,  ` 

  . Consequently they are two copies of the same space.
If
D






















 y z  z 


































In this context the manifold  must be star-like with respect to the origin.




 , then the Lagrangian
D
modifies, but the
Hamiltonian  remains invariant.
Remark. Making abstraction of
y


































































































































































































































































Also, imposing     
 
to be positive definite, we obtain inequalities satisfied by
D
or  .
6. Closedness condition and
existence of extremals
Let us discuss the existence of extremals of the energy
x
in the sense of calculus of
variationswith periodic boundary conditions. As far as I know this is still an open problem,
which can be solved realising a multi-parameter version of some results in [2].
Suppose      and      are Riemann manifolds. Let
  
| }
be the space of indefinite
differentiable functions  M    whose restrictions  z
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. The Sobolev space F ff  
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Hilbert space F ff  J
| }
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contains a convergent subsequence.




































is bounded from below. On the other hand
x
is continuously differ-
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We fix a sequence  

























U  is bounded in
D
J






. Going, if necessary, to a subsequence we can assume 
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, and hence 
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has a weak solution.
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Proof. By the Proposition, 2




is finite. Let us verify the (Palais-Smale)¡ -
condition (see [2]). We fix the sequence  

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shows that we can select 
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has a minimum at the point  8  ff
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, the relation 



































satisfies the (Palais-Smale)¡ -condition, then 2 is a critical value of
x
.















 as e  


By the (Palais-Smale)¡ -condition, 2 is a critical value.
7. Canonical forms of vertical metric tensor
Let
x
M  ff       j be a density of energy. Usually, the Hessian of
x
with respect
























































 in the sense of biquadratic
biform.













 is called factorizable if it can be
























   ¢  the columns, and £

   v  the lines, we obtain the






 is factorizable iff rank   ¤¥ 
 
.






 is nonsingular and factorizable.













does not depend on   and 
  * , then 
 
does not depend on   .
If 
 
does not depend on   and 	  * , then 
 
does not depend on   . In these
hypotheses,
x
is a quadratic affine formwith respect to   ; the coefficients of the quadratic
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and linear terms of
x










is a perfect square.










 determine the third.




































































 and the inde-
pendence of 
 



























































































































































 The density of energy
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 * c   v
 
 * 
saying that the metric 
 
 
is planar. In this case we have the following classification due
to Olver [4].





is equivalent to a canonical vertical fundamental ) -tensor
from precisely one of the following classes:
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10)  ff ff
ff ff
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13)  ff ff
ff ff
 § 















where the non-written components are equal to zero.
Of the 15 canonical forms listed in the preceding theorem, cases 12-15 are factorizable,




, and there are an even number 
(
 * or n  of minus








 , with      -row index and,  ¢  v  -column index we can decide
the cases of nonsigularity in the previous list. It follows:







*  * and degenerate otherwise;
- cases 6-8 are nondegenerate;
- cases 2-5 and 9-15 are degenerate.
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